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Motivation

▶ Current account imbalances: persistent, one-way capital flows

▶ A distinctive characteristic of periods of financial liberalization

▶ Globally: South to North → ‘capital allocation puzzle’

▶ Pre-GFC Europe: North to South → normal course of affairs?

▶ Neoclassical story requires a faster TFP growth in the south

▶ Opposite the case for the 1998-2007 period



What else?

▶ Policy perspective: driven by lack of competitiveness

▶ ECB reports, but also Trichet (2011) and Draghi (2012)

▶ South to ‘restore competitiveness’ by means of structural reforms

▶ Paul Krugman: no

▶ “[L]et’s start telling the truth: competitiveness is a meaningless
word when applied to national economies” (Krugman 1994, 1996)

▶ This paper bridges theory and practice to provide:

1. A formal notion of national competitiveness in a tractable
heterogeneous firm oligopolistic equilibrium environment;

2. A mechanism that links competitiveness and capital flows



Mechanism

▶ Oligopolistic competition → ‘ground up’ national competitiveness

▶ A firm is competitive if its costs are low →
high market share + high profit rate

▶ An economy is competitive if its firms are competitive →
many high market share firms + high aggregate profit rate

▶ Profits affect asset markets:

▶ Asset demand: π ↑ + non-homothetic asset demand → A/Y ↑

▶ Asset supply: π ↑ → firms restrict supply, demand less K → K/Y ↓

▶ A/Y ↑, K/Y ↓ → ↓ autarkic interest rate r

▶ When capital flows permitted → capital flows out from the more
competitive and into the less competitive economies



Contributions

1. Stylized facts: firm performance in pre-crisis Europe

▶ Northern firms more likely to be market leaders

▶ Northern economies enjoy higher aggregate profit rates

2. Stylized model: matches stylised facts qualitatively

▶ Country-level competitiveness: definition, measurement

▶ Fundamental driver: tail of the firm productivity distribution

▶ Novel mechanism behind current account imbalances

3. Application: eight European economies before the GFC

▶ Explains 27% of the current account imbalances in the data

▶ Analysis of three structural reforms: (+), (0), (−)

▶ Two alternative policies for rebalancing
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Current Account Imbalances and Firm
Performance in Pre-Crisis Europe



Current Account Imbalances: North and South
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Market Leader Firms by Country of Origin

▶ Firm level data: Orbis, best coverage – eight economies, 2007

▶ Sales of firms from any one origin ∝ GDP

▶ What if we focus on ‘market leaders’?

GDP Sample Top-100 Top-50 Top-25 Top-10

Germany 30.4
Belgium 4.3
France 23.4
Finland 2.2
Sweden 4.3
Spain 13.4
Italy 19.9
Portugal 2.1

Notes: Entries in each column are shares of the (column) total, in percentage points.
Column (1) contains shares of the total GDP. Columns (2) to (6) contain the share of
sales in the given slice of the sample by firms from a given origin. Data for 2007.
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Market Leader Firms by Country of Origin

▶ Firm level data: Orbis, best coverage – eight economies, 2007

▶ Sales of firms from any one origin ∝ GDP

▶ What if we focus on ‘market leaders’?

GDP Sample Top-100 Top-50 Top-25 Top-10
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sales in the given slice of the sample by firms from a given origin. Data for 2007.



Market Leader Firms by Country of Origin
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Aggregate Profit Rate
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Two-country Stylized Model



Firms

▶ 2 countries (H,F ∗), N firms in each, no trade costs

▶ Firms produce differentiated goods, are heterogeneous:

qi = zik
α
i l

1−α
i

▶ Demand is CES with elasticity of substitution σ > 1:

Q
σ−1
σ =

∑
N

q
σ−1
σ

n +
∑
N∗

q
σ−1
σ

n∗

▶ Then, firm’s share in the common market is:

si =
yi
Y G

=
P 1−σ
i∑

N P 1−σ
n +

∑
N∗ P

1−σ
n∗

,
∑
N

sn +
∑
N∗

sn∗ = 1



Firms

▶ Suppose firms compete on quantity à la Cournot

▶ Definition: A firm is competitive if it...

1. Features a relatively low unit cost of production ci

2. Commands a larger share in the common market si

3. Enjoys a higher profit rate πi

▶ Moreover,

ci =
σ − 1

σ
(1− si) = 1− πi



Aggregating up

▶ Consider the aggregate counterparts to ci, si, πi:

c =
∑
n∈N

dici, s =
∑
n∈N

disi, π =
∑
n∈N

diπi; di =
yi∑

n∈N yi

▶ Definition: A country is competitive if it ...

1. Features a relatively low aggregate unit cost of production c

2. Produces disproportionally many market leaders s

3. Enjoys a higher aggregate profit rate π

▶ Moreover,

c =
σ − 1

σ
(1− s) = 1− π



What makes for a competitive economy?

▶ c, s, π are endogenous

▶ {zi}n, {z∗i }n∗ are exogenous

▶ Consider unit labour costs: ulc =
w

y
, where y = Y/L

dulc

dzi
∝ dw/w

dzi/zi
− dy/y

dzi/zi

▶ Moreover,

dw/w

dzi/zi
≥ 0,

dy/y

dzi/zi
≥ 0, → dulc

dzi
≶ 0

▶ Takeaway: competitiveness ̸= being more productive



What makes for a competitive economy?

▶ Suppose the varieties are perfect substitutes (i.e. σ → ∞), and
z1 ≥ z2 ≥ ... ≥ zN . Then,

dw/w

dzN/zN
≥ dy/y

dzN/zN
, and thus

dulc

dzN
≥ 0,

and
dw/w

dz1/z1
≤ dy/y

dz1/z1
, and thus

dulc

dz1
≤ 0.

▶ Competitiveness = having more extreme draws for the most
productive firms, i.e. many ‘superstar firms’

▶ Why?
y1
Y

≥ l1
L
,

yN
Y

≤ lN
L

▶ Most productive firms restrict their supply the most

▶ Takeaway: To be competitive is to have relatively low w given y



Big picture



Big picture



Households

▶ Two types: workers (1− µ)L and capitalists µL

▶ Workers earn w, capitalists earn w +
Π

µL

▶ Future profit streams not contractible

▶ Non-homothetic asset demand: ai ∝ non-financial income

aw = ζww, ac = ζc(w +
Π

µL
), ζc > ζw

▶ Dynan, Skinner and Zeldes (2004); Fagereng et al. (2019)

▶ Reduced form for optimizing agents in the quantitative model

▶ Aggregate asset demand:

A = (1− µ)Law + µLac = ζw(1− µ)Lw + ζcµL(w +
Π

µL
)



Closing the Model

▶ Wages clear labour market:

wL =
∑
n∈N

(1− α)(1− πn)yn = (1− α)(1− π)Y

▶ Interest rates clear the asset market:

In autarky: rK =
∑
n∈N

α(1− πn)yn = α(1− π)Y = rA

Under financial liberalization: K +K∗ = A+A∗

▶ Aggregate output and profits are:

Y =
∑
n∈N

yn, Π =
∑
n∈N

πnyn



Steady State under Autarky

▶ ra clears the market: K(ra) = A

▶ ↑ π → ↑ A/Y

▶ Weighted average asset holdings in the economy

▶ ↑ π redistributes income to capitalists – the saver demographic

▶ ↑ π increases the asset demand, relative to output

▶ ↑ π → ↓ K/Y

▶ Firms that charge large markups produce inefficiently little

▶ Given factor prices, less capital is used

▶ ↑ π reduces the asset supply, relative to output

▶ Putting the two together:
dra
dπ

< 0

▶ Moreover, π > π∗ → ra < r∗a



Financial Liberalization

▶ Suppose financial controls are lifted. Now, r = r∗ = rG

▶ A ̸= K. Can solve for NFA = A−K:

NFA

Y
=

A−K

Y
= ζc

Y ∗

Y G

(π − π∗)

1− πG

▶ If π > π∗ → NFA > 0

▶ If trade is costless, the economy jumps to the new steady state:

ca =
CA

Y
=

NFA

Y
= ζc

Y ∗

Y G

(π − π∗)

1− πG

▶ If π > π∗ → CA > 0

▶ The more competitive economy runs current account surpluses



Financial Liberalization: Costly Trade

If home is more competitive than foreign and the two economies
undergo financial liberalization at t, then

1. Home competitiveness is elevated at t+ 1 relative to the steady
state:

πT
t+1 ≥ πT

ss, πt+1 ≥ πss, ulct+1 ≤ ulcss

2. Current account imbalance overshoots at t+ 1:

CAt+1 ≥ NFAss.

The reverse holds for the deficit economies.

▶ Matches:

▶ Rising unit labour costs in deficit economies

▶ Larger profit rate gap in the tradable sector



Quantitative Model



Extending the stylized model

▶ Multiple countries I, multiple sectors K

▶ Costly trade τjik, fixed costs of operation

▶ Firm productivities drawn from Pareto distribution:

Gik(z) = 1−
(zik

z

)θik

▶ HH side as in Straub (2019) See details

▶ Workers and capitalists

▶ Multi-period OLG

▶ Non-homothetic preferences for bequests, late-life consumption

▶ Firms are partially tradable (Caballero, Farhi & Gourinchas 2008)



Data and Calibration

▶ 8 countries:

▶ North: Belgium, Germany, Finland, France and Sweden

▶ South: Italy, Spain and Portugal

▶ 17 sectors: 16 tradable sectors and one non-tradable

▶ Data:

▶ WIOD for sector moments

▶ Orbis to calibrate firm distribution

▶ OECD to calibrate household side See calibration



Results I: What role of competitiveness gap?
Simulating financial liberalization (1998-2007): Profits & Capital Flows

Profit Rate CA/Y
Model Data Model Data

Finland 13.7 10.5 2.0 5.5
Germany 13.0 9.7 1.1 2.1
Sweden 12.6 12.0 0.6 5.5
Belgium 11.9 10.1 -0.3 3.6
France 12.1 8.4 -0.1 1.9
Italy 11.6 5.0 -0.6 -0.1
Portugal 11.3 7.9 -0.9 -9.2
Spain 11.0 9.6 -1.3 -5.1

Note: All variables in percent. Profit rates data is from 2007, CA/Y is average

between 1998 and 2007.

ESS

TSS
= 1−

∑
i(ca

data
i − camodel

i )2∑
i(ca

data
i )2

= 27%.
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Results II: Structural reforms
ECB reports emphasize three structural reforms

1. Increase in Southern productivity

Increase the location parameters to match Northern TFPNo

change in capital flows (0)

2. Decrease in Southern wages

Introduce bargaining over gross profitsDecrease the bargaining

power in the SouthCapital flows reduced, but so are real wages (+)

3. Increase in the intensity of competition between Southern firms

Double the number of Southern firmsSuppresses profit rates in the

South furtherCapital flows intensify (-)
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Results III: Alternative policies for rebalancing

1. Remove size-related distortions

2. Increase the stock market capitalization to the level in the US



Size-related distortions

▶ Why heterogeneous θi?

1. Fundamental θi heterogeneous

2. Fundamental θi homogeneous, but size distribution distorted

▶ Suppose that (1− τn) distortion applies to n’s output and

(1− τn) = a−γi
n , (Bento & Restuccia, 2017)

▶ Isomorphic to my model: γi = 1− 1

θoldi

, θnewi = 1

Result:

▶ If γi is a policy variable, set to 0 in all economies

▶ Profit rates equalized → no capital flows



Tradable firms
Increase the stock market capitalization to the level in the US

▶ Recall that λ of the future profit streams now contractible

1. Claims to future profits now an additional asset

2. A smaller share (1− λ) of profits accrues to capitalists

▶ Asset supply ↑, asset demand ↓

Result:

▶ Increase λ to match stock market capitalization in the US

▶ Mechanism attenuated further

▶ Capital flows down by 70%



Conclusion



To sum up

▶ A theory of country-level competitiveness

▶ New driver of current account imbalances

▶ Explains 27% of CA imbalances in pre-crisis Europe

▶ Disciplines the development of policies for rebalancing



HH à la Straub

▶ Setup from Straub (2019), stripping away the individual income-
and date-of-death uncertainty

▶ Households are born and live for T periods in an overlapping
generations manner. The birth rate is 1/T

▶ Workers and capitalists are dynasties with no mobility: workers
give birth to workers and capitalists to capitalists

▶ Household non-financial income is as follows:

yws =

{
w if 0 < s ≤ t3

0 if s > t3
ycs =



w if 0 < s ≤ t1

w +
Π

µL
if t1 < s ≤ t2

w if t2 < s ≤ t3

0 if s > t3.



HH à la Straub

▶ The budget constraint is standard:

ct + at+1 = yt + (1 + rt)at.

▶ Asset holdings at the start of life = assets held at the date of
death by their grandparent, aT

▶ Preferences are non-homothetic:

U =

T∑
s=0

βsus(cs) + Ua(aT ), us(c) =
(c/o)1−σs

1− σs
, σs > 0, o > 0,

Ua(a) = k
((a+ a)/o)1−σT

1− σT
, σ > 0, k > 0, a > 0.

Back



Calibration highlights

▶ Production side:

▶ Estimate τjik, zik, θik from Gik(a) = 1− (zik/z)
θik

▶ Target sectoral bilateral trade flows Xjik and HHIik

▶ Restrict: θik = θiθk Details

▶ Household side:

▶ Estimate parameters of the household utility function

▶ Target a95/a50 = 7.1, r = 3%, B/Y = 5%, ϕ = 0.7 Details

Back



Calibration of the Production Block

▶ External Calibration:

▶ α = 0.34, σ = 10.5 following Edmond et al. (2015)

▶ γik directly as a ratio of sectoral absorption to total absorption

▶ N , the number of firms in each country and sector to 100

▶ Internal Calibration:

▶ Estimate τjik, aik, θik from Gik(a) = 1− (aik/a)
θik

▶ Target sectoral bilateral trade flows Xjik and HHIik

▶ Restrict: θik = θiθk

▶ Fit:

▶ Xjik one-to-one, HHIik least-squares See

▶ Untargeted: π = 13.4% in the model, 11.5% in the data

Back



Calibration of the Household Block

▶ External Calibration:

▶ t1 = 26, t2 = 40, t3 = 63, T = 80 (OECD)

▶ µ = 0.1 following Cagetti and De Nardi (2006)

▶ β = 0.97 following De Nardi (2004)

▶ σmed = 2.5 following Straub (2019)

▶ Internal Calibration:

▶ Set o targeting r = 3%

▶ Set κ targeting bequests to GDP of 5% (Straub 2019)

▶ Set a targeting a95th/a50th of 7.1 (OECD)

▶ Set σslope to match ϕ = 0.699 (Straub 2019)

▶ Fit:

▶ Matches: r = 3% and bequest % of GDP

▶ Untargeted: yc/yw = 3.6 cf y95/y50 = 3.3 (OECD)

Back
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